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Vibrational and rotational energy transfer rate coefficients are computed for high- 
temperature N2 under conditions expected for re-entry into Earth's atmosphere at 10-12 
kmls. The calculations utilized classical mechanics to simulate individual collisions of N2 with 
N atoms and a quantum chemical potential energy surface to describe the interatomic forces 
between the nitrogen atoms. The results demonstrate the importance of exchange reactions, 
which result in multiquantum jumps in vibration and rotation level. 
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pre-exponetial parameter in Arrhenius expression for reaction rate coefficient 
diatomic molecule dissociation energy (measured from the bottom of the potential well) 
total electronic energy in the solution of the Schrodinger equation. 
activation energy in Arrhenius expression for reaction rate coefficient 
relative collision energy 
average vibrational energy 
Hamiltonian operator in the Schrodinger equation 
initial rotation quantum number 
final rotation quantum number 
reaction rate coefficient 
Boltzmann constant 
temperature-dependence parameter in Arrhenius expression for reaction rate coefficient 
nitrogen atom 

labels for specific nitrogen atoms in N3 
diatomic (molecular) nitrogen 
the set of 3 nitrogen atoms to describe the N2 + N collisions 
separation between atoms in a diatomic molecule 
equilibrium bond distance in a diatomic molecule 
collision cross section 
time 

average temperature in 2-T models 
electron temperature 
electronic state temperature 
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Tint 
Tkin 
Trot 
Tvib 
v 
v ' 
dE 
DJ 
Dv 
trot 

tvib 
Y 

internal temperature (i.e., vibration plus rotation) 
kinetic temperature 
rotational temperature 
vibrational temperature 
initial vibration quantum number 
final vibration quantum number 
estimated error in the computed potential energy from quantum chemistry 
change in rotation quantum number as a result of a collision 
change in vibration quantum number as a result of a collision 
rotational relaxation time 
vibrational relaxation time 
wavefunction in the Schrodinger equation 

I. Introduction 
There has been considerable interest in understanding the physics and chemistry of shock heated air formed 

around a body during high-speed entry into Earth's atmosphere. For high entry velocities and at high altitudes, there 
are not enough collisions between gaseous species to maintain a state of chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium 
throughout this shock layer. One consequence of this nonequilibrium condition is an increase in radiation from the 
hot gas that increases the heat flux experienced by the body. For lunar or mars return missions, the entry velocity 
will exceed 10 kmls and radiative heating will be a significant contributor to the heat load experienced by the 
spacecraft. 

A full characterization of the nonequilibrium gas requires detailed accounting of the distribution of rotation- 
vibration levels and electronic states of the air species. Much of the previous work in this area, by Park[l-41, Losev 
et a1.[5] and others, has simplified the description of this nonequilibrium condition by using a two-temperature 
model based on distinct gas kinetic or translation (Th) and vibration (Tvlb) temperatures. For these so called 2-T 
models, it is assumed that the molecular rotation energy distribution is in equilibrium with translation energy (Trot = 
Tkm) and that the electronic state distribution and free electron energy are in equilibrium with vibration energy 

- (Telecm~c - Telemn = Tvib). T h  is governed by overall mass, energy and momentum conservation relationships and 
Tvib is controlled by a separate relaxation/excitation rate, 

where tnb is the vibrational relaxation time (the characteristic time for a diatomic molecule to undergo a transition 
from v = 1 + 0). tdb is related to the vibrational relaxation rate coefficient (K(l -, 0)), which can be computed from 
the Landau-Teller [6], Schwartz, Slawsky and Herzfeld (SSH)[7], or Forced Harmonic Oscillator (FH0)[8] models. 
These models have been derived for a nonrotating harmonic oscillator and a simple repulsive potential with 
parameters adjusted to reproduce experimentally determined relaxation times. The FHO-FR model [9] has also been 
used. It extends the FHO model for two rotating harmonic oscillators but still uses an overly simplified interaction 
potential. The rationale for assuming Trot = Thn and Tvlb # Tktn is that, at moderate temperatures (generally <5000 K), 
the rotation population in a gas is equilibrated after a small number of collisions, while equilibration of the vibration 
population requires -lo3 collisions. Data for parameterizing rotational and vibrational relaxation times have 
generally come from shocktube experiments at temperatures of 5000-10,000 K, but the model is commonly 
extrapolated to 20,000 K or higher. For vibration, the curvefits of Mllikan and White[lO] are generally used for this 
purpose. The 2-T model of Park has been widely accepted by the aerothermodynamics community and has been 
continually updated as better experimental and theoretical data became available. However, Giordano[ll] recently 
proposed a different 2-T model that uses the internal temperature (Tmt) instead of the vibration temperature. In this 
formulation, rotation and vibration modes are coupled and the population of rotation-vibration levels is characterized 
by Tint. These 2-T models have been validated by comparison with flight data from Apollo and space shuttle 
missions and with ground-based data from shocktube experiments and arcjet tests, but many of their basic 
assumptions of all these 2-T models have not been rigorously tested. 



The extent of diatomic-molecule dissociation and electronic excitation and ionization of the air species is 
sensitive to the distribution of energy between the modes characterized by these two temperatures. Initially in the 
sliock layer, Tkl,, spikes at 20,000 K or higher and then falls off to a thermal equilibrium temperature, which is 
generally between 7500 and 12,500 K. Simultaneously, Tvib rises gradually to this equilibrium temperature (c.f., [4]). 
This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The part of the shock layer where Tkin > Tvib is called the thermal 
noilequilibium region and is where most of the conversion of the ambient air (N2 and 02) to N, 0, @, 0+ and NO 
takes place. The temperature is determined from the ratio of low-lying energy levels and there is almost no 
information as to whether populations of high-lying levels are depleted from their Boltzmann values. While the 
"te~~lperat~ire" of an energy mode like rotation or vibration is dominated by the population of the lower or moderate 
energy levels, reaction rates for dissociation are more dependent on the population of high-lying levels. Therefore, 
deviation of high-lying levels from Boltzmann populations can have a significant effect on the dissociation rate. For 
example, using a 2-T model with T,, = Tkil,, N2 and O2 will appear to dissociate faster after passing through the 
shock (because of the spike in Tki,) then it should if the high-lying rotation level populations are depleted from their 
Boltzmanl~ values. 

Figure 1. Predicted temperature profiles for peak heating point on Stardust return 
trajectory from [4]. The shock is 13 cm in front of the capsule. Two separate 
predictions (by Park and Olynick) are shown, both exhibit translational-rotational 
temperature in excess of 20,000 K (solid lines) and vibrational temperature (dotted 
lines) that rises to 11,000 K. 

In Park's 2-T ~nodel[l-41, the chemical reaction rates are dependent on a geometric average temperature 

where s is between 0.5 and 0.7[12] and the reaction rate coefficients are expressed as 

The dissociation rates of N2 and O2 are sensitive to the value of T,, in the non-equilibrium model, because the 
effective dissociation energy of a diatomic molecule decreases as the rotation energy increases. As illustrated in Fig. 
2, when ca diatomic molecule rotates the centrifugal force perturbs the rotationless potential energy curve (resulting 
ill a term - J(J+I)/R' being adding to the potential). As the rotation quantum number J increases, the bond energy 
decreases and an energy barrier to dissociation forms and becomes larger.[13,14] For sufficiently large J, the 
potential becomes completely repulsive. Thus, if TmI=Tkill, diatomic molecule dissociation will occur very quickly at 
the extremely high values of Tki, calculated for the thermal nonequilibrium region of the shock layer. Park's model 
does not take this into account, but a related 2-T model by Losev et al.[5] does account for this rotation-vibration 



coupling effect. In the end, however, all the 2-T models use empirical Arrhenius expressions for the dissociation 
reaction rate coefficients. So within a given model, the parameters of the rate coefficients are adjusted so each ad 
hoc 2-T model reproduces some set of data from ground tests or flight data. 

-..-- -- - - - - -- .- 

Rotational-vibrational potential curves 

Figure 2. Rotational-vibrational potential energy curves for Nz illustrating how the 
vibrational potential changes with increasing rotational quantum number. The bottom 
curve (blue) is for J=0. As J increases, the well-depth diminishes and the centrifugal barrier 
at R = 2.5-3.5 A increases. For J>279, the potential becomes repulsive as seen in the top two 
curves (orange and brown). 

Under the aegis of the NASAIARMD Fundamental Aerodynamics Program, we are formulating a new 
detailed air chemistry model based on first principles theoretical calculations that will be suitable for Earth entry at 
velocities of 10-14 kmls. It has long been realized that computational chemistry modeling can be used to determine 
the dissociation and energy transfer rates for high-temperature air under these conditions. Atomistic simulation 
methods for studying these collisional processes are based on classical mechanics and require knowledge of the 
interatomic forces acting between the collision partners (or potential energy). Until recently, these calculations used 
empirical potentials that were adjusted to reproduce avafiable experimental data. For example, Billing[lS], Lagana 
and coworkers[l6,17] and most recently Esposito et al.[18,19] have used this approach to compute collision cross 
sections and dissociation rate coefficients for N2 + N2 and N2 + N collisions. However, with current computer 
resources, it is now possible to carryout these calculations without empiricism using first principles quantum 
chemistry methods to compute the potentials and quasiclassical trajectory methods for the simulation. As part of our 
work, we are computing a complete set of cross sections for rotation-vibration energy transfer in collisions of N2 + 
M, where M = N or N2. These data will be used to evaluate the relaxation and excitation rates for all rotation- 
vibration energy levels of Nz to enable us to fully characterize the shock layer for air under hypersonic conditions. 
We will use these results to formulate a reduced chemical and thermodynamic model that can be used in the 
calculation of aerothermodynamic flowfields. In this paper we present results for rotation-vibration energy transfer 
in N2 + N collisions. Results for the N2 dissociation reaction are given in a companion paper.[20] 



11. Computational Approach 
To study collisions between ground electronic state nitrogen atoms and molecules, we carry out simulations 

using classical mechanics to describe the motion of the atoms, but base these simulations on a quantum mechanical 
description of the forces between the atoms. For atoms heavier than hydrogen, classical mechanics has proven to be 
an accirrate nnethod for modeling collisions between atoms and molecules if the electronic state of the colliding 
species does not change. The accuracy of the results of these simulations, however, is dependent on having an 
accurate description for the interatomic forces, wliich we determine from first principles quantum mechanics 
calculations. In this way, the resulting characterization of the nonequilibrium Np-N mixture is free from empiricism. 
Our overall computational approach is broken down into four steps: (1) quantum mechanics solution of the 
interatomic forces or the potential surface (PES) that describes the interaction energy between the three nitrogen 
atoms for any geometrical arrangement, (2) analytical representation of these forces for a grid of atomic positions, 
( 3 )  classical inechanics simulation of Np + N collisions, and (4) reduction of the simulation data to determine rate 
coefficiet~ts for rotation-vibrational energy transfer and chemical reactions. 

The first step is tlie generation of the potential energy surface that describes the forces between the nitrogen 
atoms. This is accomplished by solving the Schrodinger equation for the electron motion at a grid of fixed nuclear 
geometries: HI' = EY where H is the quantum Hamiltonian operator consisting of the electron kinetic energy term 
and coulomb potential terms for electron-electron and electron-nuclei interactions, E is the energy and Y is the 
wavefililction that contains information about the spatial and energy distribution of the electrons. For N3, solutions 
are required for tliousands of geometries. In general, a hierarchy of methods is used to solve the electronic problem. 
For a given nuclear geometry, the most computationally efficient and reliable method is used [21-231. For all but the 
simplest cases, the electronic Schrodinger equation is solved by a series of numerical expansions. First, the wave 
function taken to be a linear combination of hydrogenic atomic orbitals, each expressed as a Gaussian function, 
centered 011 each nucleus (called the basis set). Then the electron-electron potential is simplified to so each electron 
experiences only the average potential of the remaining electrons (the Hartree Fock approximation) and the 
Schriidinger equation is solved variationally to minimize the energy E. The resulting coefficients for the Gaussian 
basis transforin the atomic orbitals into inolecular orbitals that are delocalized over all atoms. To go beyond the 
I-Iartree Fock approximation, electron correlation effects are considered whereby each electron feels the 
instania~eo~ts potential of the other electrons. Electron correlation is usually introduced by mixing in a series of 
arrangements of electrons in the molecular orbitals (a second expansion over molecular orbitals) and solving the 
resulting eigenvalue problem. In the present case, the specific method employed is called CASSCF+ACPF[22,23]. 
We do these calculations usilig a large atomic orbital basis set (58 Gaussian terms for each N atom) denoted aug-CC- 
pvtz[24,25]. The computer code MOLPRO[26] was used for calculations, which were carried out on the Columbia 
supercomputer at NASA Ames Research Center. It is difficult to judge the accuracy of these quantum cliemistry 
calculations, but based on our prior experience and comparison with well-known characteristics of the Np molecule, 
we believe the computed energy for each N3 geometry, relative to three infinitely separated nitrogen atoms, is 
accurate to + 5-1 0 kJ/mol or dE/kB < 1500 K. 

The second step is the determination of a faithful analytic representation of the energy and forces on the grid of 
geometries where the electronic problem was solved. This representation is known as the potential energy surface. 
Basic representations have been devised in the past for analogous problems. For N3, the analytic representation is 
based on the form used by Stallcop et al. [27]. This is actually the trickiest step, because the representation must 
describe reproduce the quantum mechanical energies over a wide range of geometric arrangements of the atoms, and 
it renlains the least systematized step in this work. The N3 potential energy surface obtained from the above 
procedure is described in the next section. 

In the third step, cross sections are determined by carrying out classical trajectories for Np + N collisions. In a 
classical trajectory calculation, classical mechanics is assumed to be a good approximation for describing individual 
collisions between gas-phase atoms and molecules. Large numbers of collisions are computed with randomly 
selected initial orientations and vibrational phase. The collision cross section for a particular process is proportional 
to the fraction of trajectories ending in tlie appropriate final state (e.g., with a certain change in the N2 vibration 
energy). If each trajectory in a batch has the same initial molecular (v, J) level and the results are partitioned by 
final (v', J') level the calculations are called Quasi Classical Trajectories (QCT)[28,29]. For N2 + N, between 1000 
and 6000 trajectories were carried out for each translational energy or temperature for each of the 9390 different (v, 
J) levels of N2. AS a result of the random sampling scheme used for initial conditions of each trajectory, the 
statistical error associated with each computed cross section is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
sample size. In tliis study, the most of the individual state-to-state cross section values have statistical errors of 



210% or less, with the remainder having statistical errors of less than 220%. Other sources of error are difficult to 
quantify and include the accuracy of the quantum chemical potential and the fidelity of the analytic fit of the PES. 

The individual state-to-state cross section is S&1,v,J,v7,J'), where GO, is the relative translation energy for the 
N2 + N collision, v and J are the initial quantum numbers, and v' and J' are the final quantum numbers. The state-to- 
state rate coefficient K(v,J,v',J',Tkh) is obtained by the integration of S(Eml,v,J,v',J') with a thermal weighting in 
&I. Overall rate coefficients are obtained by summing over (v', J') and thermally averaging over the initial (v, J) 
levels (with the (2J+1) degeneracy factor included for rotation). For this work we use the rotation-vibration levels 
obtained from solutions of the Schrodinger equation for atomic motion using the WKB method[30] and based on the 
N2 vibrational potential of LeRoy, which was determined from accurate spectroscopic analysis.[3 11 The fourth and 
final step involves analysis of the copious amount of cross section data to extract information about the overall rates 
of vibration and rotation energy transfer and the evolution of Tkm, Trot and Tvib in the shock layer. 

111. Results 
The N3 PES provides a representation of the potential energy of three nitrogen atoms in any arbitrary 

arrangement and geometry. For example, if the N atoms are labeled M, N~ and NC, the PES describes the N ~ N ~ ,  
NaNC and N ~ N C  dinitrogen molecules, separated atoms (Na + N~ + NC) and a possible triatomic complex ( N ~ N ~ N '  and 
its permutations). If we consider the collision between N~-N~(V, J) and N", the possible outcomes are N~-N~(v' ,  J') + 
P, Na-NC(v', J') + N ~ ,  N ~ - ~ ( v ' ,  J7) + Na and Na + N~ + NC. The first is a nonreactive, but inelastic, collision 
resulting in the N2 molecule having a different internal energy level and the last is dissociation of the initial N2 
molecule. The other two outcomes represent products of an exchange reaction where the atoms comprising the final 
N2 molecule are different from the initial molecule. For vibration energy transfer, all possible values for Dv = v' - v 
are considered, but for rotation, nuclear statistics dictate that only even values of DJ are allowed in nonreactive 
collisions (even and odd DJ are allowed for collisions resulting in exchange reaction). From spectroscopic data[3 I], 
the N2 diatomic potential has its minimum at R=R, = 1.097679 A and a well depth of 955.165 kJ1mol (D, the 
potential energy difference between R=R, and co). For J=0, this potential has 61 vibration levels and the highest 
value of J for which a bound vibration level exists is J = 279. From the first principles quantum calculations, we find 
the energy barrier for the exchange reaction is 190.0 kJ1mol (relative to the reference geometry with N2 at R, and the 
third N atom infinitely far away) and occurs for a N-N-N geometry with N-N bond lengths of 1.18 and 1.48 A and a 
N-N-N angle of 119'. The energy where the two bond lengths are equal is 14.6 kJ1mol lower than the barrier or 
175.4 kJ1mol above the reference geometry. A view of the N3 PES, with the N-N-N angle fixed at 11 5', is shown in 
Fig. 3. This PES differs in several important ways from the empirical PES used in previous QCT studies[l6-191 of 
N2 + N collisions. That potential[l6] has a much lower energy barrier for the exchange reaction (150.6 kJ1mol) and 
favors a collinear approach (1 80' N-N-N angle). These factors serve to make the exchange reaction more probable 
than it should be. It also uses an inferior Nz vibrational potential that has 65 bound levels and a maximum rotation 
quantum number of 261. 

Two series of QCT calculations have been carried out for N2+N collisions. In the first series the translation 
energy was sampled from at 20,000 K thermal distribution and a batch of 6000 trajectories was run for each of the 
9390 possible N2 ground electronic state (v, J) levels. In the second series, the translation energy was sampled from 
a 60,000 K thermal distribution and 1000 trajectories for each (v, J) level considered. In the latter case, 
approximately 6000 (v, J) levels were included. This case mainly includes the lowest 213 of the set of N2 energy 
levels as ranked by rotation-vibration energy. For both cases, the translation energy was sampled from a discrete set 
of 64 energies between 27.4 and 4840.0 kJ/mol with a thermal weighting factor of E,~'" exp(-E,~/k~T). The 
individual trajectories in each set can be reweighted for a different temperature so that cross sections and rate 
coefficients can be computed at other temperatures as well. With the range of Gel values used in these calculations, 
we can compute energy transfer rate coefficients for Th, > 10,000 K, but the results are not as accurate as the 20,000 
K and 60,000 K values. 

Typical results for vibration and rotation energy transfer rate coefficients for N2 + N at Tk, = 20,000 K are given 
in Fig. 4-6 and 7-8, respectively. These figures show the rate coefficients for changes in v and J for collisions of N2 
with initial rotation levels J = 40, 80, and 120. J = 80 has 151.36 kJ1mol rotation energy (measured for v = 0), which 
is close to the mean rotation energy at this temperature. Trajectories for all possible vibration levels at these values 
of J are included and separate values are shown for nonreactive (inelastic) and for collisions undergoing exchange 
reaction. In the latter, there is a greater propensity for change in the final (v, J) level. From Fig. 4 and 7; it can be 
seen that energy transfer is characterized by small changes in Dv and DJ: Dv = It1 and DJ = h2 dominate, but lDJ[ < 
20 have sizeable rate coefficients. For nonreactive collisions, the elastic peaks (Dv=O and DJ=O) are much larger 
than the inelastic rate coefficients. As shown in Fig. 5 for vibration, Dv =&I ranges from about a factor of 20 lower 



than Dv=O for J= 40 to a factor of 12 lower for J=120, and the Dv = A2 values are a factor of 2-3 lower than Dv = 
*I. Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the rate coefficients for large IDvl. It can be seen that the exchange reaction is 
correlates Dv < 0 and its rate coefficients are much larger for very high initial v levels, because of the large values 
for Dv < -30. In general, the exchange reaction serves to broaden the energy transfer distributions and make jumps 
of multiple vibration levels more probable. From Fig. 6 it can also be seen that the Dv distribution broadens for Dv 
> 0, but the opposite is true for Dv < 0. As a result there is not much difference in the width of the distributions for 
the three initial J values. For rotational energy transfer, theerate coefficient distributions become more narrow as J 
increases from 40 to 120 and remain almost symmetric about DJ=O, as shown in Fig. 8b. Rate coefficients for the 
exchange reaction contribute equally to both positive and negative DJ up to DJ = f40. Thus, large changes in the 
rotation energy level are probable in a single collision. 

The rate coefficients for rotation and vibration energy transfer at 20,000 K are compared in Fig. 9 for initial J = 40, 
80 and 120. The rate coefficients for DJ are consistently larger than those for DY, but only by a factor of 2-5. This is 
most easily seen for the J = 80 case (the red and blue lines in the figure). 

Figure 3. Representation of the N3 potential energy surface with the N-N-N angle 
constrained to 115'. Blue regions have low energy and orangelred regions have high energy. 
The potential energy minima corresponding to N" + N ~ W  and N"Nb + Nc are shown. These 
arrangements are connected by a reaction path for the exchange reaction which has a 
barrier and shallow minimum labeled N ~ N W .  The energy surface shown is an analytical fit 
based on first principles quantum chemistry calculations. 
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Figure 6. Rate coefficients for vibration energy transfer at Tkln = 20,000 K for fixed initial rotation quantum number: 
detailed view for large lDvl showing the importance of the exchange reaction. 
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Figure 8. Rate coefficients for rotation energy transfer at Tkin = 20,000 K for fixed initial rotation quantum number. 
(a) Detailed view for small IDJI. The black line is the total rate coefficient (nonreactive plus exchange) for J = 80. (b) 
Detailed view for large IDJ( showing the importance of the exchange reaction. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of rate coefficients for rotation and vibration energy transfer at Tfi = 
20,000 K for fixed initial ro.tation quaturn number. 

Selected rate coefficients are computed for vibrational energy transfer for Trot = Thn between 10,000 K and 
60,000 K. As mentioned above, the thermal sampling for Em, is not appropriate for lower temperatures. However, 
our interest is in understanding the physics and chemistry of the nonequilibrium region of the shock layer, which is 
characterized by this range of kinetic temperature. For the case of v = 5 (Fig. 10) we compare rate coefficients for 
vibrational excitation and relaxation (Dv = +1 and -1, respectively) as well as Dv = +5, 10 and 30. It can be seen that 
the rate coefficients for inelastic collisions are about five times larger than for exchange reaction for Dv = +1, but 
for Dv = 5 they are comparable and for Dv = 10 and 30 the rate coefficient for exchange is much larger than for 
inelastic collisions. In addition, the rate coefficients for Dv = +1 and -1 are nearly identical. In Fig. 11 we compare 
rate coefficients for Dv = +1 for initial v = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 5. It can be seen that the rate coefficients for inelastic 
trajectories have nearly the same value as do the rate coefficients for the exchange reaction. In addition, the ratio of 
inelastic to exchange rate coefficients is approximately 10 throughout the temperature range and for all initial v's. 
The corresponding rate coefficients computed for Trot = 10,000 K instead of Tmt = Tk, were almost 
indistinguishable from the data presented in Fig. 10. Thus, the details of the vibrational energy transfer rates are not 
affected by the choice of Tmt. We cannot make detailed comparison with the previous QCT studies using the 
empirical PES[16-191, because the maximum Tkn used in that work is between 4000 K and 10,000 K. At Tkm = 

10,000 K, however, the magnitudes of the rate coefficients in [19] are comparable to data shown in Fig. 10 and 1 1. 
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Figure 10. Rate coefficients for vibrational energy transfer in N2(v=5) due to collisions with N atoms as a function 
of Th = Trot. 
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Figure 11. Rate coefficients for vibrational energy excitation (Av = +1) in N2(v=0,1,2,5) due to collisions with N 
atoms as a function of Tkin = Trot 



IV. Summary 
We I ~ a v e  presented rate coefficients for the excitation o f  vibrational and rotational energy in shock heated N2 at 

telnperatirres between 10,000 and 60,000 K due to collisions with N atoms. These data are based on  first principles 
theoretical calculations, using classical mechanics to simulate individual collisions o f  N2 with N, and a quantum 
citelnical potential energy surface to describe the interatomic forces experienced by the collision partners. The 
resdting rate coefficients for rotational and vibrational energy transfer demonstrate the importance o f  exchange 
reactions (where the initial and final N2 molecules are comprised o f  different nitrogen atoms), because they result in 
tnultiq~tant~im changes in vibration and rotation quantum number and serve to hasten the equilibration o f  vibration 
and kinetic temperature. These results will be  combined with a similar study o f  N2 + N2 collisions (in progress) to 
characterize the shock layer around spacecraft re-entering Eaith's atinospl~ere. 
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